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DoME: the
database of modern
exhibitions of
european paintings
and drawings
(1905‑1915)
At the beginning of the 20th century
numerous artists founded ever‑new
avant‑garde movements. They reached
the public primarily through exhibitions – from Fauvism (19 05 , Salon
d’Automne, Paris) to Suprematism (1915,
The Last Futurist Exhibition of Painting 0,10, St. Petersburg). The art historical canon relies heavily on a limited
selection of these exhibitions which, although they have been studied abundantly, only give a small glimpse into
the events of that time. Many actors,
places, and connections remain obscure. In order to write a proper history

of modern art, we need to comprehensively consider the history of its exhibitions. DoME (https://exhibitions.univie.
ac.at/), a database of modern art exhibitions, delivers the basis for such an
overview. By grounding and expanding
on Donald Gordon’s 1974 Modern Art
Exhibitions 1900‑1916, the database
covers, as completely as possible, the
European continent in regard to ex‑
hibited paintings and drawings for the
crucial years between 1905 and 1915.
DoME provides open access to a wealth
of structured metadata of approximate‑
ly one thousand exhibition catalogues.
The catalogues’ contents are translated
as closely as possible into a digital for‑
mat. The database currently contains
about 150,000 catalogue entries by
more than 11,700 artists.
The extensive use of authority files
(Getty’s ULAN, AAT and TGN, Inte‑
grated Authority File, Wikidata) and
the highly relational structure of the da‑
tabase enable detailed analysis across

Fig. 1 – Pie chart showing the proportions of various types of venues the exhibitions contained in
DoME are held at.
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inclusive approach supports research
oriented towards different areas of the
art world, not only exhibitions, but also
artists and artworks, museums and art
market.
DoME is the first result of the research
project “Exhibitions of Modern European Painting 1905‑1915”, located at the
Department of Art History of the University of Vienna, led by Prof. Raphael
Rosenberg, and funded by the Austrian
Science Fund (FWF).

•

Fig. 2 – Screenshot of the map view of DoME, showing the geographic distribution of exhibitions in
Europe contained in the database. © OpenStreetMap

the many variations of languages and
spellings within the original sources, in‑
and outgoing connection to the Linked
Open Data Cloud, and the re‑usage of
this data. The initial interface includes
interactive mappings and data visuali‑
zations (Figs. 1 and 2) in the form of
lists and statistics, selective combinations and advanced search options offering a variety of filters as well as save

Pathfinder: a system
for data exploration,
analysis, and
visualization of art
exhibitions
The growing consolidation of art exhibition studies as a research field has
been accompanied by the emergence of
numerous projects devoted to the construction of databases and archives, as
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and export options that enable personalized research.
The queries and quantitative analyses supported by the database provide
an answer to questions related to the
chronology, geographic distribution and
networks of modern painting: where (in
which cities and institutions), when, how
many artworks, and with whom did artists exhibit? Additionally, the broad and

well as the development of digital platforms for consultation and analysis. The
Exhibitium Project (www.exhibitium.
com), coordinated by the iArtHis_Lab
research group of the University of Málaga (Spain) since 2015, falls within this
research framework.
One of the devices developed within
the Exhibitium Project is Pathfinder
(https://hdplus.es/pathfinder/). Pathfinder is a system for exploring, analyzing and visualizing data about art exhibitions previously recorded in the
Expofinder system (www.expofinder.
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es), a multi‑relational database that is
semantically enriched with fine‑grained
metadata. This design is based on the
main theoretical framework that underlies the Exhibitium Project: network
and complex system theories. Figure 1
shows the Expofinder conceptual model
represented in a graph.
In general terms, Pathfinder was designed following four essential principles:
1. Flexibility and high precision in the
search function. Pathfinder includes a
powerful filter system based on combi-
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Fig. 1 – Exhibitium’s conceptual model. © Rodríguez-Ortega & Cruces Rodríguez.

Fig. 2 – Exhibitions’ length measured in weeks. The length ranges above the average line (in red)
constitute outliers because of their infrequency: 1-19-week exhibitions and 1-year exhibition. Source:
Expofinder. Analysis operated with Pathfinder .

nations of multiple queries that makes
it possible to gather specific subsets of
data using as many conditions as needed. Complementarily, the Expofinder
multi‑relational data model on which

Pathfinder operates exponentially increases both the direct and indirect
connections established among data.
For example, we could retrieve a list
of exhibitions held in Madrid, between

2010 and 2015, curated by non‑Spanish
curators, funded by private entities,
where 25‑35‑year‑old female artists
participated with pictorial works.
2. Optimization of analytical engines for
knowledge extraction based on quantitative processes by exploring statistical
concepts potentially significant for humanistic research. For this reason, advanced descriptive statistics functionalities have been implemented, thereby
making it possible to incorporate previously unexplored categories in the analysis of the art exhibition ecosystems,
such as those of ‘entropy’ and ‘outlier’.
These categories help us in discovering
atypical results that do not respond to
the dynamics usually observed (Fig. 2).
3. Visualizations as crucial hermeneutic and interpretative tools. According to this idea, a broad array of visualization tools that can be configured
by users have also been implemented
in Pathfinder with the aim of making
the information as insightful as possible. Together with the traditional maps,
histograms and networks, others have
been designed ad hoc for Pathfinder,
such as those that we have called ‘geograms’ and ‘taxograms’ (Fig. 3). The
geoanalytical section is made up of
maps which, in addition to the usual
georeferenced information and flow
paths between connected actors, include a convex envelope calculation
based on Delaunay triangulation and
Thiessen polygons, which helps us to
detect possible areas of influence based
on the proximity between different
groups of elements (exhibitions, artists, etc.).
4. Wide‑range usability and interoperability. Finally, Pathfinder can operate
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ed in making use of the data exploration, analysis and visualization opportunities that Pathfinder offers. At the
same time, any subdataset obtained
with Pathfinder can be exported in
standard formats to be processed using other platforms and software.
Pathfinder has been made possible
thanks to funding provided by the
Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad of the Spanish Government
(HAR2014‑51915‑P) and the Centro de
Estudios Andaluces of the Junta de Andalucía (PRY128‑17).

•

Fig. 3 – Geogram representing the exhibitions’ geopolitical coverage regarding both actors (in
purple) and institutions (in red). Source: Expofinder. Analysis operated with Pathfinder.

with any dataset – whether extracted
from Expofinder or not – that matches
up with the JSON structure available

History of the
Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation’s Art
Exhibitions – Online
Catalogue
The exhibitions organised by the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (FCG)
since 1957 have been one of its most
important public activities. They are the
result of the strategy of the FCG on the
cultural and artistic field and express its
interest in promoting young artists and
stimulating heritage and artistic stud-
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at https://github.com/antoniocruces/
pathfinder. This means that Pathfinder
can be used by any researcher interest-

ies. In the meantime, the FCG’s exhibitions have been an important tool for
promoting international art in Portugal
and for disseminating Portuguese art
abroad.
The History of the Calouste Gulbenkian
Foundation’s Art Exhibitions – Online
Catalogue [História das Exposições de
Arte da Fundação Calouste Gulben‑
kian – Catálogo Digital] is a research
project covering a relevant topic and
based on fundamental documentary
sources of Portuguese Art History and
Museum Studies (see https://institutodehistoriadaarte.wordpress.com/research/ihafunded/historia‑das‑exposicoes‑de‑arte‑fcg/).

This project aims at inventorying all the
art exhibitions promoted by the FCG,
collecting the most relevant data about
each event: title, venue, dates, description, represented artists, curator, museographer, organization partnerships,
graphic and photographic material,
bibliography, press releases, critical
articles or associated documents. The
research is based on documental and
bibliographic sources at the Gulbenkian
Archives and Art Library (Figs. 1 and 2)
and the collected data is being incorporated in a database. This platform will
be available online for the public, in
December 2019, allowing the scientific
community and the general public ac-
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cess to the history of the Foundation’s
exhibit activity and its sources.
This 5‑year long research project, which
began in 2014, is based on a strategic
partnership between the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (scientific, editorial
and executive production) and the IHA/
Institute of History of Art (FCSH, Universidade NOVA de Lisboa), whose research group Museum Studies scientifically supports this study by promoting
the integrated training of researchers,
namely with the supervision of curricu-

lar internships, Masters’ dissertations
and PhD theses.
The project History of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation’s Art Exhibitions –
Online Catalogue poses, from the outset, several issues necessarily related
both to the preservation and accessibility of the documentation produced
in the context of the organization and
production of the exhibitions or regarding the choice of its best methodological and scientific approach. In fact, the
study of a relevant exhibition allows to

expand the field of historical research
through the development of more
comprehensive studies, inserting the
expository phenomenon in its cultural,
social, artistic or diplomatic context.
Exhibit‑related documental material is
essential to trace design and organization processes, to determine their true
impact and make these events accessible at the present. Within the scope
of this project, this will be achieved
through collecting a large diversity of
records made available by the range of
documentation gathered in the noteworthy archive of the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation.
Finally, this project aims to integrate
the wide international debate related
to the exhibition studies, and to participate in the recent process of patrimonialization and memory preservation
of art exhibitions, an important object
of study for art historians, critics and
museologists.

•
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Figs. 1 and 2 – © Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
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Laboratório de Artes
na Montanha – Graça
Morais
The Portuguese painter Graça Morais
(b.1948) is the author of an extensive
work which reflects both her origins – a
small rural village in Northeast Portugal – and her experience in a cosmopolitan and constantly changing world.
Her paintings not only evoke memories, but also describe contemporary
events, thus intersecting the local and
the global, the past and the present, in
a dynamic approach that involves and
questions the observer – and, through
him, all humankind.
Inspired by the tutelary figure of Graça
Morais and her fruitful and continuous activity over the last forty years,
the Instituto Politécnico de Bragança
[Polytechnic Institute of Bragança]
(IPB) has recently created the Laboratório de Artes na Montanha – Graça
Morais (LAM‑GM) [Laboratory Arts in

Fig. 1 – The logo of Laboratório de Artes na
Montanha – Graça Morais, inspired on Morais’
original drawing Ramo de Oliveira [Olive Tree
Branch], 2019 (Indian ink on paper, 10x15cm).
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the Mountain – Graça Morais], a research structure that aims at promoting
and disseminating scientific and artistic research and creation, also including formative activities, and academic
training (Fig. 1).
The LAM‑GM is based at the School of
Education and integrated in the Mountain Research Centre (CIMO), at IPB. Its
creation results from a strategic partnership between the Câmara Municipal
de Bragança [Municipality of Bragança]
/ Centro de Arte Contemporânea Graça
Morais [Contemporary Art Centre Graça
Morais], and the Instituto de História da
Arte of the Faculdade de Ciências Sociais e Humanas, Universidade Nova de
Lisboa (IHA / NOVA FCSH). LAM‑GM
also benefits from the support of the
Foundation for Science and Technology.
The L AM‑GM activities follow four
main guidelines:
1. Research, inventory and creation
of a Documentation Centre on the
work of the painter Graça Morais.
The main objective of this new documentation centre is to promote the
systematic inventory of Graça Morais’
works and archives, in order to make
them available to students and researchers who wish to study her artistic production. Furthermore, the centre intends to gather documentation on
artists and works relating to the geographical context of the mountain.
2. Development of innovative cur‑
ricular programmes at the IPB,
with the immersion of students in
research and art‑practice contexts.
The LAM‑GM will contribute to the improvement of the art courses offered by
the IPB, developing innovative methodologies which combine artistic practice

and research, and promoting activities
that articulate art and science.
3. Dissemination and promotion of
artistic creation. With this purpose in
view, several activities will take place:
organization of masterclasses, thematic
seminars, artistic residences and workshops; promotion of performing activities
of artistic creation and training for specialized and non‑specialized audiences;
dissemination of results through publications and other didactic instruments;
the creation of the Graça Morais Prize,
which will award scholarships to young
artists with recognisable creative talent.
4. Creation of a cross‑border moun‑
tain artistic research network. The
new research structure will develop its
action taking the Northeast Portugal
as its territory. It intends to constitute
an interregional and cross‑border network involving neighbouring institutions
and art centres. It will connect the city
of Bragança and its rural surroundings,
with other Northeast councils, and also
the Spanish border provinces (Autonomous Community of Castilla‑León, province of Zamora). This new project aims at
converting Bragança and its surroundings
in a decentralized hub of cultural events.
In this partnership, the participation of
the IHA / NOVA FCSH in the project is
coordinated by Raquel Henriques da Silva, who will provide scientific mentoring
and engage senior and junior researchers
in the promotion of academic initiatives.
António Meireles
(ESE, Instituto Politécnico de Bragança)
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The NOVA/FCSH
postgraduate
progamme Art
Market and
Collecting attended
the professional
preview of the 58th
Venice Biennial

Art Fairs and Biennials: Circuits of Art – a
recently created practice‑led course in
the NOVA postgraduate programme
“Art Market and Collections” – promotes
critical analysis through observation, and
allows students to experience the most
relevant events of the contemporary art
world. In the 2019 edition, and following
a visit to the ARCO contemporary art fair
in Madrid, the chosen art event was the
oldest biennale in the world: La Biennale
di Venezia. This year, the 58th International Art Exhibition, curated by Ralph
Rugoff, is entitled May you Live in Inter‑
esting Times.
The five‑day visit last May was an opportunity to observe and compare diverse curatorial practices, to go through
and discuss the national pavilions according to concepts of “representation”
or “under‑representation”, to scrutinise
the Arsenale’s Proposition A and the Giardini’s Proposition B (sections which
shared the same artists but configured
different approaches to their works
through diverse museographic strategies), and to immerse oneself in the
biennale’s parallel programme, taking
place inside and outside the main ven-

ues. It was also a unique chance to feel
the excitement and experience the atmosphere of the openings.
May you Live in Interesting Times invites us to reflect, through the critical
eye of artists, on current concerns, such
as migration and refugee crisis, large
scale media manipulation and misinformation, identity and gender equality is-

sues (presenting a significant number of
women artists), ecology and digital pollution, referring extensively to post‑internet and post‑human conditions. Furthermore, it draws attention to artistic
media, notably digital resource installations, painting and photography, but
also performance, to which a specific
opening programme was dedicated.

Fig. 1 – Venice Biennial – The Lithuanian Pavilion, Is Sun & See (Marina), 2019. Rugilé Barzdžiukaité,
Vaiva Grainyté and Lina Lapelyté. Curator Lucia Pietroiusti.
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Fig. 2 – Postgraduate Studies Art Market and Collecting – 3rd Edition. Students at the Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice, 2019.

Besides the main exhibition and the national representations in the Giardini and
Arsenale, the group also visited exhibitions in other locations in the city. Outside the main exhibition but resuming its
narrative in a sublime and accurate form,
the must‑see was the Lithuanian Pavilion,
awarded with the Golden Lion for Best
National Participation (Fig. 1). Sun & See
(Marina), created by the artists Rugilé
Barzdžiukaité, Vaiva Grainyté and Lina
Lapelyté and curated by Lucia Pietroiusti,
is an ecological opera‑performance, including around 20 performers, who sing the
concerns about climate changes in an artificial, yet extremely realistic sandy beach.
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The Portuguese presence, which does
not integrate Rugoff’s selection and
programme, remained relatively unnoticed in the Palazzo Giustinian Lolin.
Curated by João Ribas, the group of
site‑specific sculptures conceived by Leonor Antunes, titled A Seam, a Surface,
a Hinge, or a Knot, dialogues poetically
with the architectonic grammar of the
baroque building. The visitors’ experience is stimulated both by this spatial
ambiance and by the peculiar scent of
the materials used by the artist.
The parallel programme of the visit included spaces such as the Peggy
Guggenheim Collection (Jean Arp)

(Fig. 2), Palazzo Grassi (Luc Tuymans),
Punta della Dogana, Chiesa di Santa Maria della Visitazione (The Death of James
Lee Byars), Universitá IUAV (Future Generation Prize 2019), Fondazione Prada
(Jannis Kounellis) or Espace Louis Vuitton (Philippe Parreno), among others.
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